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Frequency-Modulation radio reception is virtually free from natural static—even thunderstorms do not interrupt. q Y Pi y iP 

e Continue your education 

FM Radio—another world with pay—at RCA 
Graduate Electrical Engineers: 

. . RCA Victor—one of the world’s 
°. foremost manufacturers of radio in listening pleasure! eee eet ealeen 

opportunity to gain valuable, well- 
rounded training and experience 
at a good salary with opportunities 

Foy a8 < SROhes i aM: Axe or fa for advancement. Here are only I¥’s as though the orchestra were right FM, are constantly applic d to all RCA Ave OE The Tene peteee WIEN 

in the room with you—and the room products, so that each one is always at offer unusual promise: 
suspended silence : : © Developmentand design of radio suspended in the silence of space. When _ the top of its field. gacsivers (ncliaing nroadeast, 

be So over ‘ 5 ; 2 short wave and FM circuits, televi- 
you listen to music over RCA Victor And when you buy anything bearing sion, phonograph combinations). 
FM, you hear FM at its finest. the RCA or RCA Victor name—whether © Advanced development and de- 

. _ oe a> . sign of AM and FM broadcast 
Natural static interference ordinarily __ it’s a radio (standard, or FM, or both), transmitters, R-F induction heat- 

caused by thunderstorms does not mar a television receiver, Victrola radio- Ee “ae 
FM radio reception. You are ina differ- | phonograph, a phonograph record or a . Desiam of component parts: such 

saulel AbatEse este actvane as : . . as coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
ent, new world of utter quict where you radio tube, you know you are getting © Development and design of new 
hear only the lifelike music. Moreover, — one of the finest of its kind that science recordingandreproducingmethods, 

. - varies anuar'blnap denen ‘ ve © Design of receiving, power, gas, you enjoy the same perfect reception has yet achieved. cathode ray and photo tubes. 
day or night. . . . Write today to National Recruiting 

TI i a ; h 1 Radio Corporation of America, RCA Building, Div., RCA Victor, Camden, N. J. 
ne vast ‘ xperience, research anc Radio City, New York 20... Listen to The ae ea eeeronities: doe 

ekille = ¢ ne ac ~] 5 a a a = Sy “al skills at RCA Laborator ies, such as RCA Victor Show, Sundays, 2:00 P.M., East- Engineers and Physicists, 
aided in the development of RCA Victor ern Time, over NBC. “Victrola” TM. Reg. U. 5. Pat, OF. 

@ RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA @
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Why some things get better all the time Ba Fae 

Hoop SKIRTS AND PRINCE ALBERTS are only fond memo- Producing better basic materials for the use of science 

ries now. Far smarter the styles of today... and equally — and industry and the benefit of mankind is the work of 

striking are the constant improvements in the quality of Union CARBIDE. 

clothing. Basic knowledge and persistent research are required, 

There now are beautiful synthetic fabrics, in stunning _ particularly in the fields of science and engineering. Work- 

variety—all made possible by chemistry. And woolens, cot- ing with extremes of heat and cold—frequently as high as 

tons and other fabrics are processed and dyed more effec- 6000° or as low as 300° below zero, Fahrenheit—and with 

tively—thanks to special new chemicals, and equipment of vacuums and great pressures, Units of UCC now separate 

stainless steel. There are eye-catching hat decorations. or combine nearly one-half of the many elements of the 

smartly styled footwear, buttons, belts and suspenders of earth. 

colorful long-life plastics. And rainwear of vinyl plastics 

provides new comfort and protection in stormy weather. | N I Oo N C N R B T D E 

Clothing for just about any occasion is today more at- - 

tractive and more serviceable than ever before ... because AND CARBON CORPORATION 

it is made of things that are basically better. a0 RAST 42ND STREET [I NEW YORK 17.N. ¥. 

e@ -— a Products of Divisions and Units include AA 

LINDE OXYGEN + PResT-O-LiTE ACETYLENE * PyRoFAx GAs ¢ BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, AND VINYLITE PLASTICS 

ACHESON ELECTRODES * EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES * NATIONAL CARBONS 

PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES © ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS * HAYNES STELLITE ALLOYS * SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS 
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RENTON BY ORIGIN is a crossroads—a community of people drawn together from 

the four corners of the earth by any one of a number of attractions. 

Being a part of this growing neighborhood is a responsibility, for its interests are your 

interests—its friends, your friends—its enemies, your enemies. 

There was a time when cities like Trenton were protected against attack by great walls 

and strong gates. Today’s assailants cannot be kept out by such primitive methods. 

They come into our midst like invisible Trojan horses, and their only weapons are 

theories and glib tongues. 

Disguised as friends, they reveal themselves only after they have assembled enough 

followers to attack from within; when it is too late for us to do anything about it. 

Their methods are simple: They work with us, agree with our ideals, and sympathize 

with our troubles. When they have won our confidence, when they have succeeded in 

getting themselves appointed to committees, and elected to offices...they turn upon us. 

Like the amiable tourists, who suddenly donned enemy uniforms, during the last war, 

they attack when we least expect it...when we are helpless against them. They usually 

begin by labeling our time-tried leaders with names which insure their downfall—but 

which describe the intruders best—and having succeeded in ousting our leaders, they 

take over. 

Is it too late to do what stone walls and strong gates could not do? Do we want these 

dangerous men in our country, in our clubs, in our unions, in our businesses and in 

our government? 

Let the man who wants to hold office identify himself. Let the man who wants to live 

with us and work with us, reveal his purpose. Let the man who wants to have a voice 

in our affairs, disclose his ambitions and ideals. 

It is our duty to know our neighbors. We only can trust them when we do. “Good 

fences make good neighbors” and good neighbors make good cities—good governments 

—good unions— good businesses — good citizens. 

JOHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS COMPANY @ 
TRENTON 2, NEW JERSEY 

Manufacturers of Wire Rope and Strand ° Fittings * Slings * Aircord, Aircord Terminals and Air Controls * Suspension Bridges and Cables * Aerial Wire Rope Systems 

Electrical Wire and Cable * Hard, Annealed or Tempered High and Low Carbon Fine and Specialty Wire, Flat Wire, Cold Rolled Strip and Cold Rolled Spring Steel 

Ski Lifts * Screen, Hardware and Industrial Wire Cloth « Lawn Mowers 
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Yesterday it was sufficient to call yourself simply ( 7 
an Electrical, Mechanical or Chemical Engineer. K : L 

But today we think in terms of specific functions ’ LL 

performed . . . such as research, design, develop- : ——— = L a 

ment or application engineering. For example, Cd es ae ft 
Westinghouse employs: in Pe: ; aa —— | be tinghouse employs: : Nay’ ee ae 

RESEARCH ENGINEERS ... os oe it La . 
to investigate physical laws to extend scientific 7 (Ch nig ae ae 

knowledge—or applied research to solve specific ie pn ae aS 

manufacturing problems, develop new apparatus. oN at : VA ‘ _ ( - 

DESIGN ENGINEERS... “ A Me c os %, | 

to design all types of electrical apparatus to meet “4 men | wee — 
new or specialized requirements. Such work involves j a nie | u q cs F 

not only the writing of mechanical and electrical OR av “gy | ein ly gi 

specifications but the selection of materials, manu- 1 OW ‘ ‘oy 

facturing processes and many other functions. 5 ‘ 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS . .. oy a ; 
to evolve the desired product in physical form; to ¥ q yo 4 

steer the product through infancy until it is a i A rn | \ 

success, : / ‘al - 

APPLICATION ENGINEERS . . . Ee oo Ace 
al ; d ed ine Loa Wied PD. UU to analyze new projects, recommend needed equip . - 

ment; and to decide what type of apparatus will do a os : Pa 
the best job for the customer. Lae N ——— , 

SERVICE ENGINEERS ... j VD ‘ 
to direct installation and repair at the customer’s A : Le 

plants; to handle emergency breakdowns. —_.10003 Se Re 

» al J 
2 ott 3 

-» BD oe! \ | To obtain copy of Finding Your Place in Industry, consult 

, 4 | | Placement Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to: 

Th re but a few of the many oppor- | #77, : 5 ds ame , 
tunities for engineers in the electrical held. oa | The District Educational Coordinator 
There are many others--in sales or manu- \ __ se W estinghouse Electric Corporation — 

facturing at Westinghouse. Begin plans for | 4, | 20 N. Wacker Drive, P.O. Box B, Zone 90 

your future by sending today for your free (¢@7 Chicago 6, Mlinois 
copy of “Finding Your Place in Industry.” | 

o | Name fone ss 

@ ti | College Conse 

V Ves In house ee ee 
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERYWHERE | 

City ___ State es 
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2A engineers help Saeed 
build sales 

Attached to our sales department is a large ...solving operating problems of equip- 

group of college-trained technical men—in- ment that must work under extreme heat, 

dustrial lubrication engineers, automotive en- cold, moisture, or other adverse conditions. 

gineers, and others. They help to keep up pro- 

duction in our customers’ plants. These men +++ working with engine and machinery 

are oursalesengineers. They serveindustry by: manufacturers to set up instructions for 

... surveying the lubrication requirements of lubricating their equipment. 

paper mills, munes steel mills, metal and wood ...analyzing problems for operators of 
working factories, process industries, and the ‘i 3 

like 
fleets of trucks, buses, or construction equip- 

‘ : 3 a ment. 
...helping production engineers select cut- 

ting oils, drawing compounds, and quenching Our business is one in which engineering has 

or tempering oils. many and varied applications. Sales engi- 

... aiding power plant men to get more effi neering has a direct bearing on the satisfac- 

cient operation of turbines, Diesels, or re- tion given by our products. Naturally, it 

@ ciprocating steam engines. rates high with us and with our customers. 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (INDIANA) 
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The G i ° e Gas Lurbine 
by R. J. Mitchell m’48 

Photographs courtesy: Allis-Chalmers Mig. Co. 

I NTERNAL combustion engines have a rival in the led by the “lost wax” method of casting. Machining ex- 

field that is assuming major proportions. More specifi- penses are eliminated thusly. Materials used in turbine 

| cally, one should say, reciprocating internal combustion buckets to date have been: SAE 6150, Silichrome #1, 

engines. This “newcomer” was conceived before the K&E 965, 17W, Vitallium. Turbine wheels have been 

steam engine itself, but until recently it was not practica- made from SAE 2335, 6150, Silichrome #1, 17W, Gam- 

ble due to basic shortcomings in materials and accessory ma Columbium, and Timken. Further refinements may 

machines. Hero and Newton pointed out the principle be expected from the metallurgists with reasonable cer- 

involved, and many archaic drawings are to be seen today tainty. 

as evidence of it. The engine was simply a “windmill” in 

the course of expanding gases. It was called a “Bire-en- / 

gine” among other things, but is today called the gas tur- if ty 

bine. 
Vw ih 

Today we find very active research in that old field. \ Me 

There are working models of gas turbines and evidence (SSW) 

that they are here to stay this time. As is always the case, thf 

however, we have discovered just under the basic neces- | 

sities that have clouded our conception the obstacles to Tt 

perfected design. Strong buckets in the rotors failed due l 

to high temperature stresses. Partial loads resulted in 

radical reductions of efficiency. The engine was neither ge Rye . s 

reversible nor self-starting. Early models developed little i Ne yi y | 5: AY Ke 

more power than was necessary to operate the compress- [Mk wil Ik NX _& AVA 

Si We QI 7 NDS 
Slowly such obstacles are eluded by the persistence and ss IK RY 

ingenuity of research engineers. The temperatures of the ] 

gases in the cycle were reduced by introducing up to pay Aa~s Ep 

600% excess air into the combustor. A family of alloys ft oe ae h 

containing Cr, Co, and Ni were found to meet the new Al te 

temperature-stress requirements better than | previous Sy) ro = 

metals. A new method of testing (long-run testing at | EE i = 

high temperatures) originated with the demands of this ‘tum re aa 

new mover. Such testing enabled engineers to determine Qo 

actually how much a vitallium bucket would warp at Hero’s Gas Turbine. 130 B.C. 

1500° F under various strains. Little-explored qualities 

of metals were made known, such as the compound re- Blade erosion was the factor which caused coal-burning 

sults of metal creep at high temperatures. turbines to fall behind in development. While it is pos- 

Blade erosion was found to be a very important factor sible to utilize the heat exchanger in expanding the gases, 

in determining the fuels and metals used. An infinitesimal such exchangers are bulky, heavy, and offer little or noth- 

tool mark on the surface of the blade set up stress con- ing that the conventional boiler cannot give. In a direct 

centrations which effected the performance of the entire OP®D system, the gases from combustion pass through the 

bucket. Small scratches on the blade set up surface ero- blading; obviously, the solids in the products of combus- 

6 sion which eventually caused the failure. These reasons tion of coal (such as fly-ash) would badly score turbine 

were among those which prompted research on better buckets. 

methods of precision die-casting. Present techniques are (continued on page 13) 
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‘4 ow ‘ 4 & = al on the engi i in ob: i h i a gineering campus in observing the anniversary 
f oN 3. of the great patron saint of Ireland. 

y 2. As the couples entered Great Hall they saw before 
4 7 _ them a picturesque pattern of green. On the stage, be- 
| hind the orchestra, stood a huge silvered poster depicting 

ai Saint Patrick bent industriously over a slide rule. On the 
a front corner of the stage stood “Oscar,” famed iron man 

made entirely of pipe, who has weathered seven years of 
lawyer-engineer fueds. Oscar’s pride and stature seemed 

C AREFULLY mix three parts soft dance music with much enhanced by his red light-bulb nose which blinked 
two parts concentrated Irish blarney; stir slowly, add on and off throughout the evening. 

a sprinkling of shamrocks under shaded green lighting, In the corners of the dance floor were placards sym- 
and intersperse some bewhiskered engineers as catalysts. bolizing each of the engineering societies. The novel 

The success of this formula was proved on Saturday power-driven display of machine gears and levers set up 
evening, March 15, when 560 engineers and their dates in the lounge adjoining Great Hall fascinated many of 
gathered in Great Hall of the Memorial Union at the an- the couples. 
nual St. Pat’s Dance sponsored by Polygon Board. The During the intermission Master of Ceremonies Wally 
dance served as a climax to several weeks of button-selling Harris presented Harry McMahon, EE 2, as winner of the 
campaigns and other events which have become tradition- contest to choose St. Pat of 1947. McMahon, the electri- 
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cal engineers’ representative, was given a loving cup, a Wy fe. alae =" 

Gillette travelling kit, and a carton of cigarettes in re- y Soe lw TD 
ward for his successful campaign. The other contestants Su La 2 fh =’) 
and the societies they represented were: Frank Walker, ys Z > —— 

A.S.M.E.; Bill Hershcopf, A.I.M.M.; George Zuelke, > (a <p, 

AS.C.E.; and Gordon Merchant, A.LCh.E., Cc Go 
Badger Beauties Marilyn Moevs, Beverly Sidie, and 

Betty Lami then served as judges to pick the winner of 

the beard-growing contest. Claiming “It was hard to de- 

cide,” the girls selected Frank Walker, ME 3, as having ; a 
the best of the beards. Walker was given an Engineers’ The dance, and all of the season’s St. Pat activities, 

Handbook, and. runnersup: Leonard Snydex, EE 2, and Were organized and carried out by Polygon Board. Ed 

Allan Aikens, EE 1, were given a $5 merchandise certifi- Ansell, EE 4, was general chairman of the dance; work- 

cate, and travelling kit, respectively. The gifts were made Weacn im were Ed Brenner, ChE, Promotions; Jack 
possible through donations from the Gillette Safety Razor © Niew. a“ apd —— EE 3,.decorations; Har- 
Company, Brown’s Book Shop, University Co-op, and vey mam E 4, pub icity; Bd Hammer, ME 2, ar 
Liggett and Myers Tobacco Company. The Union barber wai Glen © red Gi a" ME 4, aia and tickets; 
shop offered free shaves to St. Pat and the winners of °° en“: Shaw, ChE 4, finance. Ed Hillery, ME 3, is 
the beard:growing contést, president of Polygon Board. 
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Meet Your Department Head 
® 

Gustaf L. Larson 
° e ° 

Mechanical Engineering 

by Jack Strohm ch’48 

GustF Ludwig Larson, head of the Mechanical En- become a Professor of Mechanical Engineering and man- 

gineering department at the University, was born in ager of athletics. In 1914 he came to Wisconsin and. be- 

Sweden on June 30, 1881. After coming to America he came an Assistant Professor. In 1915 he was promoted to 

attended the University of Idaho, and in 1907 received Associate Professor, and again in 1920 to full Professor 

a degree in Electrical Engineering. He was active in col- and department head. g 

In 1915 he married Marion Frances Anthony. The 

Larsons have two children, Dorothy and Foster. 

Since 1915 Professor Larson has acted as a construc- 

— tion engineer for the University as well as for other cli- 

. | ents. He designed the heating, ventilating, and air con- 

. a ditioning systems for many buildings in Wisconsin, in- 

P 4 a8 cluding the University Union and Field House, the Wis- 

ee consin General Hospital, the Wisconsin Light and Power 

>» a a Co., and high schools in the cities of Madison, Stevens 

Y a is, Point, and Janesville. 

Ry sas Professor Larson was appointed by the Wisconsin In- 

¥ oe dustrial Commission to assist in drafting a heating and 

: ventilating code for the state of Wisconsin in 1925, and 

n , in 1936 an air conditioning code. He was a member of 

ba — ; ai the late President Roosevelt’s Conference on home build- 

; — ingen OE ing and ownership held in 1931 at Washington, D. C. 

: a —~— : Other societies to which Professor Larson is a mem- 

ber include the A.S.M.E., the American Association of 

G. L. Larson University Professors, the Society for the Promotion of 

Engineering Education, and the National Association of 

Power Engineers. He is a past president of the Ameri- 

can Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, and of 

lege athletics while at Idaho, playing left tackle on the the: Engineering, Society of Wisconsin. 

Northwestern Conference championship football team of He has contributed many papers to the American So- 

1905 and competing in the shot put and hammer throw ciety of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, and in 1936 
for the track team. In 1906 he was chosen captain of was editor of the Heating and Air-Conditioning Guide. 
the Idaho football team. Professor Larson is a member . . . 
of Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Delta Professor Larson has always participated in athletics; 

Theta, Gamma Alpha, Triangle, and was national presi- ae Present his chief sports a SAMIDE: fishing, and golf. 
dent of Pi Tau Sigma from 1926 to 1929. Not being content with ordinary fishing stories that are 

politely listened to but not believed, he has taken man® 

Upon graduation he worked as a test engineer for striking movies of his many jaunts into the lonely wilds 

General Electric, and after two years returned to Idaho to of Canada. 
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ost- Wax Casting 
he Revi j The Revival of An Ancient Art 

by John Drnek e’47 

—Cuts courtesy: Westinghouse 

ON of the more interesting and intriguing of the as 600 B.C. are believed to have been made by the cire 

myriad wartime developments is the lost-wax process. perdu process. The process fell into disuse or was lost 

Out of the depths of antiquity it has come, like a spectre during the Dark Ages and appears to have been revived 
of the past, materializing into one of the most outstand- by Cellini in the 16th century. 

ing foundry developments to be made in recent years. . 

The name “lost-wax” is derived from the fact that the Little or no use was made of this Process except for 
wax pattern isiexpended or: losedinvthe! process:. Ib is aleo monumental bronze works until comparatively recently 

called the investment process, since the molding material when dentists and jewelers adopted the process for their 

completely enrobes or invests the expendable pattern. In 
the Middle Ages, the process became known as “cire 

perdu”, meaning, literally, “wax-lost”. 

The wax pattern is coated with fine slip, such as a silica 

flour suspension, to provide a fine finish on the mold in- g 

terior, and then encased in molding sand. The mold is é 4 

air dried and then heated and the wax melts and burns DD, e 
out. After the mold hardens the molten metal is poured 1 vd 

into the mold in the space left by the “lost” wax. Upon 3 a) = 

cooling the mold is broken away from the casting. The ” " } . ; : 

casting has a fine finish, is free from parting lines due i \ Ly 4 

to the one piece mold, and duplicates the finest detail of am 

the original model, with tolerances as high as .001 inch, yp eZ - 

and finishes as fine as 3 micro inches, with the normal - 1 {)- 

about 65 micro inches. . \ 

The origin of the lost-wax process is lost in time. The , 4 \ a ; 

ancient sculptors perfected the art when they turned oun SO N i... eo sie 

from solid bronze castings to hollow castings for their . \ \S os oo : 

statues to save expensive metal and reduce weight to . BS NG ; ————— 

permit more graceful support of the figures. An alterna- N \ me = 

tive method, a complex sand molding process, was also h tee ‘ 

used occasionally. (Bais S ee, 

In regard to hollow casting, the Encyclopedia Britan- The wax pattern is placed in a 
silea ways: “jig” and fused to a crossbar. 

The Greeks and Romans attained to the greatest 

possible skill in this process. Their exact method is 
‘ work in casting solid articles. It is now used in the manu- 

not known but it appears probable that they were : 
. facture of dentures and other structural elements required 

acquainted with the process now called “a’ cire per- in modern and highly precise orthopedic surgery. 

due”—the same as that employed by the great Italian 
a = 2 s War-time developments, such as the turbo supercharg- 

artists in bronze. Cellini, the great Florentine artist . 2 
. oo 4. er and gas turbines, required use of small parts such as 

of the 16th century, has described it fully in his Trat- the blades, having complex shapes, made of alloys of high 

® tato della Scultura . . . metallurgical properties which are impractical or impos- 

Excellent bronze statues made by the Greeks as far back . (condaued’ on page: 20) 
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Metal Coating of 
Plastics 

by R. J. Karabinus m’47 

--Photographs courtesy: Modern Plastics 

re process of plating a cheap base metal with a preci- easily molded into any desired shape or size without much 

ous metal, or one that can resist the elements of nature difficulty. The metal coating increases the tensile strength 

is commonly known. Since plastics are relatively weak of the parent plastic body ten to thirty per cent depending 

and will swell and distort when in contact with moisture upon the thickness of the coating. The absorption of mois- 

or solvents, products formerly of metallic construction ture and solvents is reduced almost to nil, and in almost 

by necessity are now made with metal coated plastics. all cases is eliminated completely. The metal coating pre- 

With metal as conductors and pastics as insulators, in- 

numerable electrical parts—shielded housings, condens- 

ers, switches, etc.—were made with costly metallic inserts — “ os a  —™ _ 

before the metal coating of plastics became a reality. | a we 

Some other electrical products are light weight aircraft . A : : 2S 

antenna masts, direction finding loops, high frequency os NY a 2 

wave guides, and piezo electrical crystals. However metal Ca f Wy é ag wail ~~ 

coated plastics are not limited to the electrical field. Wy) \ ca id : 

In costume jewelry, eye appealing pins, brooches, clasps Rio NS - 

and bracelets made of metal coated plastics are of par- z «A a 

ticular interest to women. One distinct advantage is that ' % ~~ NE 

a | P 

- | ae ane es ~ : Pee : 
ae pen (Cee) ie ay Fo Ce ve Ke 

> Vina ON ov Bf S : a O58, 
x a ' Sad (a s P . 
Sr PF 

" . a ree | Even the plastic dust in the 
SS (E> poe » wee be . test tube has been metal coated. 

roi Bes) ey eo 
i | i é et 4 SS = vents localized overheating and improves the conductivity 

: — . a: "= and radiation properties of the plastic sufficiently to al- 
oe j Oe. aS : a low an increase of working temperatures of from fifty to 

f an 3 1 ose 'D a te , 4 one hundred per cent. If the metal surface should be 

L F a ese “~ Ce 4: a 2 broken, the electrolytic potential found between dissimilar 

m / “ie Mw . metals which would cause deterioration of the surface in 

el ce ko ee - 7 the case of plated metals in a relatively short period of 

: : . time is absent. 
daok sini wed Ue seratieas The coating of plastics with metal is not new. The 

silvering of glass mirrors and electrotyping in which 

: . process a wax impression is impregnated with graphite 

c lacks the weight and awkwardness of most solid metal and then covered with a layer of electrodeposited copper 
jewelry. Also the color combinations possible with plas- pave been known for years. But the big obstacle with coat- 

tics and metal coating combinations are infinite. ing the more common plastics was getting the metals to a 

Decorative home and automotive hardware has en- here successfully to the plastic. The difference in the 
tered a new era with metal coated plastics. Plastics are (continued on page 22) 
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Th i e Gas Turbine 
(continued from page 7) 

In choosing the best compressor for gas turbine cycles, save in material and production costs, which are extremely 

the engineer encounters four major requisites. It must high at present. Better methods of precision casting will 

have a sustained high capacity with high thermal effici- cut down the high blade-machining costs. These steps, 

ency. It must have a wide operating range at the ac- though easy to state, are going to be difficult steps to 

ceptable efficiency. In aircraft installations, in particular, actually take. Time, money, and engineering intelligence 

the overall dimensions must be limited. At the present, will surely make these perfections. 

the, compressor inost acceptable is the axial-flow type Factors making jet turbine units and gas turbines adapt- 

compressor. By embodying many pressure stages in ° 

the cycle, the tangential acceleration and high local Mach 

numbers, which result from attempting rapid compres- 

sion in one stage, may be held down. The immediate re- ei : 

sult is the limitation of boundary-layer separation and dt ae 

shock. The high overall efficiency of this unit is main- # TEs a a? 

tained while attaining high pressure ratios. Future re- , a “uu / j 

finements in other compressors, the centrifugal type in . 7 My ‘a= . 

particular, might well rival the axial-flow. al WW < a 

EX SD 
The importance of high efficiency in the compression x SS vane sot eam 1 

stage might best be illustrated by noting the results of an q WS cf A Net « 

experimental model of the simple gas open cycle type. - ee 5 

For every 3.95 hp. developed, 2.95 hp. went into com- , \ eA ol oo a 

pression work. Earlier experimental models frequently nos ay i sy me 3 

had no applicable work left after tendering the needs gee ee x — Pd 4 

of the compressor alone. Improvements in gas turbines Sox. an a 
a ee ea 

as a whole might well be indexed by the improvements in to Me 

their high-capacity compressors. say co 

The applications of the turbines were once limited by . . . 

- i 2 all . ve . First commercial axial flow compressor, 1901. 

their inability to maintain high efficiency at partial loads. 

This was corrected by using a two unit set. One turbine 

is attached to a compression unit which supplies air to able to aviation are the low frontal area offered and the 

both the movers. The secondary engine delivers power high power utilization at high speeds. Large initial costs 

to the driven machine—such as an alternating current of such power are offset by the increased tariff miles 

generator—which requires constant speed. The primary which one airp'ane can fly in an interval of time. These 

engine operates the compressor at varying speeds as the and further points on this application will be more fully 

load on the generator fluctuates. The utilization of such discussed in a later article. 

a scheme yields good partial load—and very good full ‘ : 

load—operating efficiencies. Less spectacular than the fast aircraft driven by gas 

turbines are the locomotives and stationary power plants. 

The applications of gas turbines will increase as bulk, There are working installations of both these in Euro- 

weight, traditional, and economic barriers break down. pean countries at present. The results of long-time tests 

As soon as metallurgists produce a high-temperature al- indicate that similar units will follow in other locals. The 

loy capable of functioning at over 1500°F, we can expect featuring of turbinc-generator units as standby power in 

eo to see smaller gas turbine units which will operate at central power plants is superior to the use of auxiliary 

higher temperatures and speeds to yield the same power steam sets since starting the former requires no prepara- 

that larger units give today. The smaller engine will tion worthy of mention. As soon as adequate heat ex- 
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changers are made available, it will be possible to operate used. This is at present a rather expensive apparatus. The 
coal burning power plants with gas turbines. This does efficiency obtained from experimental plants is equal to 
not seem particularly practicable to the author, however, the best marine steam installations. Something to look 
since the size of this exchanger would exceed that of the for is a Navy vessel with gas turbine power and the new 
boilers in steam installations. Very high efficiencies are “egg-beater” reversible propeller. 
now being turned in by steam plants that would be hard I . . . . to exceed with a gas turbine unit of large size. n summation of the preceding discussion, we have: 

Deviations from the simple cycle have been made in (1) Gas turbines have high thermal efficiencies 
efforts to create a large gas turbine plant to compete with (2) At high temperatures and speeds 
existing steam installations. Reheaters, intercoolers, and (3) Which can be increased with new high-tempera- 
regenerators have been introduced into the cycle, and ~ ture alloys and compressors 
marked improvements were noted. Elaborate closed and . ki . . . . . 
combined cycles have been proposed and some of these (4) To give long-life units with a low weight/hp. ratio 
are shown in this article. Lower tolerances were allowed (5) Which indicates increased use as portable prime 
for blade tip clearance, and as a result of this the hollow movers. 

bl i . (S I ickl . : fade came Into use (Such blades wear quickly Sway In the preparation of this article, the author has at- without doing any permanent damage when they strike ‘ : Sooue & . : ‘ tempted to avoid the contention that the gas turbine is the turbine casing.) At temperatures above 1100°F, the ; Po : . . the answer to all prime mover troubles and that it itself is efficiency of the large closed gas cycle is expected to ex- a ext res I the steam power units of similar capacit perfected. While there are great potentialities present, 
ce P PEE there is much to do before they may be realized. Once 

Considerable attention is being given the possibilities attained, the world will have a lightweight (low weight/ 
of a gas turbine in the marine power field. This has the power ratio), high speed, efficient, simple power unit of 
advantage of eliminating the steam generator and con- moderate cost. The group who will probably attain 
denser—both of which take up precious space aboard most of these perfections would logically be the engineers 
ship. The disadvantage is that the gas turbine is not re- now in training who are unladen with traditional limita- 
versible, and therefore a reversible propeller must be tions. 
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A modern 23,000 cfm. gas-turbine axial compressor unit. 
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_ < co by our guest 

—— Pee vous 
’ “ , A , _— a s =< columnists, 

r / | i fT the dean’s secretaries 

sf . a A patient in an insane asylum was trying to convince 

‘ ss i: an attendant that he was Napoleon. 

‘ . “But who told you that you were Napoleon?” inquired 

the attendant. 

“God did,” replied the inmate. 

a . “I did not!” came a voice from the next bunk. 

In a quiz given History students recently, one of the é 

questions was: : : . 5 ‘ 

“Name Bio anelenereports? 4 Sedgewick—Terribly sorry you buried your wife yester- 

A freshman wrote: ye 
“Anthony and Cleopatra” Watleywood: Had een aleadt you know. 

e 
He: Your husband is a brilliant looking man. I sup- 

When a pretty girl got on the crowded bus, a pale- pose he knows everything. 

looking fellow started to get up. But she pushed him back She: Don’t be silly. He doesn’t suspect a thing. 

in the seat, and said she preferred to stand. Again he e 

fred © eet UP <a re Pushed him back. Finally An engineer dining in a very swanky restaurant finally 

if is b a ‘ere seem’ a passed my stop two fuished his dinner and the waiter brought him a finger- 

ocks back—let me out: bowl. A few moments later the waiter was horrified to 

° see him washing a spoon in the fingerbowl. Calling the 
g P g' & 

A Red Cross worker on a remote Pacific island called ™@nager they both hurried to the engineer's table. 

up the Army command and said—“We have a case of What's the matter here” asked the manager. “Why 

beri-beri here. What shall we do with it?” “Oh, give it to earth are you washing your spoon in the fingerbowl?” 

the Seabees. They'll drink anything.” “Well, replied the engineer with a scowl, “do you 

. think I want to get ice cream all over my pocket!” 
e 

A whimsical professor, trying to emphasize a point in A proud mother walked in to the “Small Monthly 

logic, asked his class: “If the U. S. is bounded on the east Payments” store clutching a small payment. 

by the Atlantic Ocean, on the west by the Pacific, on the “There,” she said as she threw it on the counter, “that’s 

north ... etc., etc... . how old am i? The bright stu- the last one on our baby carriage.” 

dents sat dumbfounded, but the dopiest of all spoke up. “And how is the baby?” asked the friendly clerk. 

You'd be 44.” Dumbfounded in turn, the Prof. said, “Fine, fine,” said she, “she’s getting married next 

“That’s right, young man, but how did you know?” week? 

“That’s easy. I have a brother who’s half nuts and he’s ° 

22” ‘ Engineer—Last night I dreamed that I married the 

most beautiful woman in the world. 

A lawyer was attending a funeral. A friend arrived Co-ed—Were we happy? 

and took a seat beside him whispering, “How far has the * 

service gone?” 
Don: If you had $10 in one pocket and $15 in the oth- 

The lawyer nodded toward the clergyman in the pulpit er, what would you have? 

and whispered back: “He just opened the defense.” Bert: Someone else’s pants. 
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THE RETIRING STAFF 

Ken Cummins who is bowing out as Business Manager 

of the Engineer is completing a year’s service on the staff ng — 
that merits a great deal of commendation. His efficient eimai - 
and business like handling of the business staff and un- - 3 
bounded enthusiasm have served as an example for the —o ae ‘ _ F rest of the staff. — ee 

While in the N.R.O.T.C. unit stationed at Wisconsin : a ps _ | 
Ken was co-chairman of the Navy section of the 1946 “_ at hh! 
Badger. He became affiliated with Sigma Nu Social Fra- ‘ — a : 
ternity and has served the past semester as its social chair- ae . 
man. The Navy claimed his services for two years, one : : ~ # 
year of which was spent at Wisconsin. 4 - 

At present he is a senior in the N.R.O.T.C. unit on the sf a 
campus and is going on a three week cruise off the East- _ 
ern Coast as a final hurdle for his commission in the 
Naval Reserve. Scouting has commanded his attention 

ae mares ays eine rear in pramity Ge Retiring as Editor of the Engineer, Hal is the man who 
has bore the brunt of the constant criticising questions An ME, Ken is planning to get some Commerce work but seldom accepted his due of recognition for pushing behind him before entering the field of industry. the Engineer over the hump of its first fifty continuous 

Hailing from Portal, North Dakota, Ken, who was Yeats and given it a grand start on its second half century. 
born in 1924, was Editor of the local high school news- Returning from two years in the Navy as a radio tech- 
paper and earned a letter playing basketball. nician, mostly on a minesweeper in the Pacific, Hal fell 

heir to all the innumerable problems of successfully pub- 
lishing the Engineer. Practically a whole new editorial 
staff had to be assembled, instructed and prodded con- 
tinually so as to make the monthly ‘dead lines’ a reality. 

- : 4 . | Over and above his work on the staff Hal who is an ag . 4 ME is a member of MESW and ASME, past president of 
a] . 2 the Neuman Club and the Catholic Eating Co-op. At : | . | present he is the social chairman of the Neuman Club. ' 4 .* 4 ; Prior to his naval service he spent two years on the staff ' : > i oR ee? - as a feature writer and Assistant Editor, 

a ‘DS a a Born 1924 in Mineral Point, Wisconsin, he attended : wo a | the local high school. It was there that May started his : _ x ,/} 3 great variety of social activities. He helped put out . a és the school annual, was a graduating class officer, a cheer- | — leader, took part in forensics, and graduated with honors. 4 : In his spare time he takes particular delight in en- Mi) joying his hobbies which are photography, beer drinking, 
. ALAS, and women. 

(continued on page 23) 
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PRESENTING YOUR NEW STAFF 

William Gottschalk, the newly elected business man- 

ager of the Wisconsin Engineer, steps into this position 

— after having worked on the staff for two years. During 

7 7 the past year he has served as circulation manager and is 
. thus well versed on the problems in the Business depart- 

/ ment. 

A native of Milwaukee, Bill attended Whitefish Bay 
P High School and graduated from Milwaukee University 

School in 1940. That same year saw his name in the regis- 
‘ - try at the University of Wisconsin as a freshman in Me- 

é od chanical Engineering. Two years later he returned to 

ve Milwaukee where he worked as a process inspector for 

Globe-Union Inc. for a short time before enlisting in the 

Army Air Corps. After completing the pilot training 

The newly elected editor, Emil Kasum is a man who program Bill piloted a B-17 with the Eighth Air Force 
has had the journalistic urge since his boyhood days as a in the European Theater. After thirty-three months in 
newspaper carrier in Milwaukee. Coming to the Wiscon- vite he finally inherited his discharge and returned to 
sin Campus for the first time in the Spring of 1946, he the Wisconsin Campus. 

immediately joined the staff of the Wisconsin Engineer 

and his outstanding work was not long in seclusion. One Besides his work on the Wisconsin Engineer, Bill was 
of the few members remaining from last spring’s staff, publicity chairman for M.E.S.W., and is an active mem- 
Emil’s efforts at organizing the staff in the fall, earned ber of the A.S.M.E. 

him the position of assistant editor during the past year 

and that of editor for the coming year. 

Born in Milwaukee in 1922, he attended Milwaukee 

Technical High School where his time was divided be- 

tween football, editing the school paper and his books. 

Evidently his books were not entirely forgotten as he 7 

graduated as valedictorian of his class in 1941. coe 

The next two years were spent as an electrical mainte- he . 

nance man in Milwaukee, with the evenings taken up at | a 

extension school attempting to learn the requirements of “ FRX \| 

an electrical Engineer. The usual program interruption ™ i | 

came to Emil in January 1943 when he joined Uncle . 4 r 

Sam’s infantry. Three years later after a “walking tour” \ . SJ 

of Europe he accepted his ruptured duck and within two nail 

weeks was attending classes at the U. of W. (| me. 

Emil has taken an active part in many campus activi- _ ) 

ties. Besides his work on the Wisconsin Engineer, he is 3 / io SS : 

an active member of A.I.E.E., and is vice-president in 2 : ” id : ‘Fe 

harge of pledging at K.H.K., the Electrical Engineering as : S 4 

Fraternity. 
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C H I hl I ht 

by John Tanghe e’grad 

EE’s Visit Hydro Plant pany in Milwaukee, were rebuilt Sideglances—St. Pat’s Day 

Members of the student branch prior to the war to furnish 60-cycle A barber had been hired to shave 

of AIEE traveled by bus to Prairie power; during the war nearly two- St. Pat at the St. Pat’s Ball, but 

du Sac, Wisconsin, on Saturday thirds of the plant’s output went to “trouble with the wife and kids” 

afternoon, March 1, to visit the the Badger Ordnance Works. Six kept him from coming. 

Wisconsin Power & Light Com- 66-kilovolt, two 33-kilovolt, and x + 

pany’s hydro-electric plant. The two 6.9 kilovolt transmission lines We're still wondering if the hold- 

group of 52 who made the trip were radiate from the station and tie to- er of ticket #506 ever heeded the 

conducted through the station by gether the southern section of the threats posted on the bulletin board 

Mr. John Radlund, Jr., district system. and paid for his ticket. 

thanager, and Mr. B. c. Lueders Arrangements for the field trip * 

and Mey Let Behe nee ane were made by Art Falk and Mel A real feud nearly started when 
secretary, respectively of the Madi- Griem . ‘ 

: ; some paint-brush wielders started 
son Section of AIEE. e a i . . 

painting over the “Oscar is at Tri- 

a N Mii. Note that this issue’s “STATIC” angle” sign on the library quonset 

on Ne il i bh was written by Dean Withey’s secre- hut. Triangle men who dashed to 

Fe ian xa a i |e - taries. tsk, tsk. the scene expected to confront 

ea) Seal Mi v Lh gk . lawyers, but instead found students 

a A iy a Y's, ' from a commerce fraternity inno- 

ii 5 1a ‘| aro Kappa Eta Kappa Activities cently painting an “I.F. Ball” sign. 

(WS iladat oe ES Pit ava Final plans for the annual spring x Ok 

an (| (eeamee al i alumni and initiation banquet to be . 
bate ee yeas " ‘ St. Pat winner Harry McMahon 
Mere eae fe] an : held at the Capital Hotel on Satur- { pS , P: 3 . 
A ges Lo d ing, M and his campaigners accounted for 

re As ay evening, March 29, were made ; 
Le Ks Peta Z exactly half of all the St. Pat’s but- 
A ee et | at a recent meeting of Kappa Eta ld by the fi 

a lll 8 a) el i Kappa, professional electrical engi- tons so y the Ave: contestants 

ainominie {: soiled neering fraternity. The speaker at a om 

ie ba the banquet will be Professor Wil- The chairmen of the St. Pat’s 

fiat 263 liam B. Sarles. Dance and their dates were some- 

. ‘i what perturbed when their pre- 

Hydro-generators at the Arrangements for he epee for: dance banquet at a local restaurant 
Prairie Plant. mal to be held in conjunction with 

: : dragged out for 24% hours due to 
Triangle Fraternity were also made . . : 

; h ‘ The d is sched slow service. The size of the tip 

The plant visited was one of the af the meeting. © gance is scene left for the waiters reflected their 
first ever built on sand, a large por- uled to be held at the K.C. Mall on disgust. 

tion of the station begin supported Friday evenings May 2: Phil Wan- kok ok 
on submerged wood piles. When zek, social chairman, is in charge Guede dom the Tease of his 

the plant was built on the Wiscon- of preparations. » 8 
: ‘ : : . year’s St. Pat buttons goes to John 

sin River in 1915 the equipment At the meeting Myron Larson, Slater, CE 3—the pattern was 

consisted of four 60-cycle and four chapter president, submitted his d , - 
; . ; . : . rawn up to resemble that used on 

25-cycle horizontal generators with resignation to become effective with b : : 
: : . : uttons in previous years. The 

a total capacity of 30,000 kilowatts. the election of a new president. d 
.. ance programs, patterned after 

The 25-cycle generators, origin- Larson was elected national expan- : 
. . . the buttons, were designed by 

ally used to supply the street-car sion vice-president at a recent re- Hamner 
load for the T.M.E.R.&L. Com- gional meeting of the fraternity. ceantinued on page 24) 
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| ‘oe a new kind of pipe. It carries It could and it would: but the wave lengths 
microwaves. lt began to take shape in available required pipe lines that were 

college. too bulky to be practical. Electron tubes 

A student was experimenting with the were soon developed which generated shorter 

transmission of very short radio waves over waves ... waves which made it possible to 

wires immersed in a trough of water. The use pipe lines of smaller, more manageable 

waves travelled along the wires as expected, size. These pipe lines, known as wave- 

but then he discovered a second set of waves guides, proved indispensable to radar in war. 

in the trough—a set dependent not on the Now, with the invention of accessories to 

wires, but guided by the trough itself. serve as coils and capacitors of wire circuits, 

Several years later this student, then a waveguides are becoming an even more 

scientist at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, important part of our radio telephone and. 

became interested in the transmission of television systems. 

microwaves. He recalled his college experi- Such men as this young scientist whose 

ment. Could a metal sheath be substituted keen minds can recall early observations and 

for the trough? Would such a pipe line carry apply them intelligently to new problems 8 Ply ) PPy ‘S iy I 

high frequency radio waves with greater will find telephony a fascinating and a re- 

efficiency than an ordinary line? warding cureer. 

There’s Opportunity and Adventure in Telephony om EER n 
yf &) 

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM (| ABA J 
wn ee |) 
XO * S 
oS
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Lost-Wax Casting 
(continued from page 11) 

sible to machine or forge. To grind the whole turbine Occasionally the original was made of other material, 

blade would be a Herculean feat, both financially and such as plaster, and a regular sand mold of many parts 

mechanically, for the aircraft superchargers during the made, from which a wax reproduction containing a core 

war. During the peak of production, 2,100,000 blades per was cast. Parting lines and other imperfections of the 

month were produced. wax model could be readily removed, and detauks add- 

The method used by the early statue makers consisted ed and then the process proceeded as before. In this way 

of making a rough clay model of the statue, slightly the original is preserved in case of an imperfection in the 

casting, and it is possible to reproduce many statues. 
_ _ This second method is the one generally used in mak- 

y a ing solid castings in industry—that is, the wax model is 

ae _ a edo cast from a mold of the original, rather than the wax 

‘ x * model being the original. 

Lee ae The process as used today can be well demonstrated by 
y (7 following through the manufacture of a gas turbine blade, 

“2 ee an as done by Westinghouse. 

ee 5 fr Master molds are prepared of a low melting point 
y o a * : : 

as one. ; / ge alloy by casting or spraying against the master. From 

ar 2 j Yi : these master molds are made patterns of a wax compound 
/ dm x fi/ / / ie. of high hardness, low shrinkage, and high melting point, 

4 Se, A : by injecting the wax into the mold in a manner similar to 'y inj gs 
\ ~ i | ie, die casting. From these wax patterns parting lines can 

. a ae i ; a ea 
ae ee a be readily removed, whereas the final material is unma- 

— : b st chinable. 

. i pone z Several of these patterns are then fused to a wax cross- 

RS ‘ ja | ee i bar with heated tools. This crossbar forms the runner 

a aa } Bf 7 and gate in the completed mold. A pre-coat of very fine- 

4 : 4 a) ly powdered silica and binder is then applied which hard- 

2 — > | ens to a thin layer of refractory material with all the sur- 

| ‘ nee : face smoothness of the wax pattern. 

. . . The precoated patterns are then placed in a metal flask 

Silica ‘and. binder: is poured on and completely covered with a coarser mixture of silica 
the patterns to form the molds. . 7 

and binder to form the molds. The mold is then vibrated 

. . for several minutes to be sure that there are no air pockets, 
smaller than the desired size. This model was then cov- and Gs thew aie died to: harden cit 

ered with wax, which was worked into the desired shape Ninety eight per cent of the wax is melted out by in- 

and finish of the finished statue. Bars of wax were then verting the mold over a steam table. The mold is then 

fused to the original to form runners and gates in the hed in an oven to red heat to dry and harden the mold. 
finished. mold. The whole of this was then covered. with The remaining wax is burned out by this process 

very fine molding material, dried, and then encased in The flask is then inverted and clamped on the top of a 
clay and Bound. wih iron. Ae ar ih the mold small electric furnace containing the exact amount of 
hand a and id € i. melted out. Further heating the molten metal. The furnace is inverted and the metal 

EERE) the mold and vaporized or burned out the re- forced into the mold by air pressure in order to fill all 
maining wax. The molten metal was then poured into the ihe crevices completely 

nin ek Petween the rough core and “— mold, re- The investment is pushed out of the flask after cooling 

piecing Ene wer IS SPACE’ WAS maintained by bronze and broken apart to recover the casting. Conventional ab- 
rods driven into the mold. After cooling, the outer shell i . ‘ 3 . a, rasive tools are used for cut-off and cleaning operations. 
was broken away, revealing the bronze casting in the exact 7, very precise work, the part can be completed by one 
shape of the wax model, with all in fine details. The in- = os | . : or two grinding operations. 
ner core was chipped up and removed through a hole in An excellent example of the use of this process is 
the bronze shell if necessary. (continued son page 32) 
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Lots of people like to play jack rabbit. Still, asa way of ways to transport people, products, and materials by 

going to work every morning, we don’t see much of a using aluminum. Actually, we have four separate staffs 

future for Pogo Sticks. Not even aluminum Pogo Sticks. of transportation engineers, one each on railroads, high- 

But mention any other means of locomotion or trans- way vehicles, ships and aircraft. 

portation and our aluminum “Imagineers” get a gleam Whatever you do after college, you'll benefit from 

in their eyes. After all, what is more logical than that. If you go into transportation, these Alcoa engi- 

vehicles made of aluminum? Less weight to move. neers will be working with you to cut costs, speed 

More payload. schedules, improve facilities. Or if you choose some 

We turned our imagination loose on that idea years field of production, theyll be helping to transport 

ago... then engineered our thinking into trains, trucks, your materials and finished goods cheaper and faster. 

planes, ships. Alcoa’s Development Division has a staff ‘ALUMINUM Company or America, Gulf Building, 

of “Imagineers” who think of nothing else but better Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. 

a <a a BLU wsUigslldillds 

i. igs Sa ——— wikis uN ge 

LY 424424 eat oe ce : “ Aj. De Loe. 

ge ye => <i ; not Pp Wr 

tM f web Pe aad a 7 
GO) (270 fen | = ro P i, bbb \ rs 

Passenger streamliners, refriger- Alcoa Aluminum is finding more Newest thing in shipbuilding is Ever since Kitty Hawk, Alcoa he 

ator cars, hopper cars and tank and more uses in buses, trucks the aluminum superstructure, de- worked with the aircraft indus. 

cars built of Alcoa Aluminum are and trailers. Yes, in passenger veloped by Alcoa with marine try in developing better alumi- 

serving American railroads. car manufacture, too. architects and engineers. num for better planes. 

i. Th Goa ALCOA 

Ee \ eS WI LAA First In ALUMINUM Gc) 
al 
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° = Metal Coat ee etal Coating RESEARCH 

; Plasti 
wrap ENBRORNCY weranns (continued from page 12) 
Hyg APLLBD wom Lim: ; AS au CABLES thermal expansion limits the thickness of the coating to a 

vOwe pt Eee few thousandths of an inch, however, a surface with ridges SEMAN, au a : . . OBERT) “Oto Comoe? and depressions is effected less than a plain surface. 

The preparation of the surface of the plastic to be 
aie coated governs the success of the adherence of the coat- 

roc cr \ ing. After the surface is slightly roughed by mechanical 
“ on SOT 2,188 or chemical means, it is sensatized by various reagents 

; depending upon the type of plastic. A perfectly clean 
aye Okonite Cem surface is necessary before any metal coating can be ap- 

SS plied. 
ee 

. =e Ec 5 / / / / Even though metal spraying and vacuum deposition very engineering student will be interested in this Okonite apply the metal directly upon the surface, a more com- research publication* giving data in connection with carrying 1 hawiiesd : hod which i dite ad bl greater emergency loads on power cables. Write for your copy ples cnemica Feaction met sia eae be rea ny a apie . of Bulletin OK-1017. The Okonite Company, Passaic, N. J. to mass production is in greater use. It is a chemical re- *By R. J. Wiseman, chief engineer of The Okonite Co., duction of a highly conductive and adherent silver film presented before a joint meeting of the Missouri Valley : . . . . Electrical Association and Southwest District A.I-E.E. on the plastic by an ammoniacal silver nitrate solution 
\e= ; and a suitable reducing agent. This silver film is coated 

— . eg with a layer of electrodeposited copper followed by the 
s } K 36 i ITER plating of the final layer of the desired surface metal, 

_ INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES... i 
TT WORK TO START SOON ON 

Cc A M B gz ] D G E GOVERNMENT ATOMIC LABORATORY 

. Construction of the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory 
na . J patina to be built near the Atomic Energy Commission will start 

: Pas SS Se) this spring. This was announced by L. E. Johnston, Area 
Q he ee eee Se o y Engineer for the Commission. The laboratory is being 

" a . et erected under the supervision of the General Electric 
is | ss 4 ay Company, which will operate it for the government when 

pee Se ae , uy \ completed. Mr. Johnston said the scientist and engineers 
: or >. : A will probably begin to occupy the new building by the nape a - : middle of 1948. 

ny INDUSTRIAL . ; s iazoratory | ht iL MODEL A number of scientists for the project have already 
ar} MODEL j been recruited, said Dr. Suits, and are at work in the iN 3 

vas. " ?e \\ @ present G-E laboratory buildings. More are being em- VA 
. GaN \ El ployed as rapidly as qualified men and women can be 

fs. p M E T E R S found. Physicists, metallurgists, chemists and chemical 
= . engineers—technical men of all kinds—are needed, he de- / 3 line-operated — accurate! clared. 

The three models illustrated above incorporate many new and A numer of buildings will form the Knolls Atomic important advantages. All are AC line-operated . . . no battery gs wr : nuisance. Laboratory and Research models use eleciron-ray tube for Power Laboratory. In one will be located an experiment- precise null-point indication. Industrial model is a direct-reading al pile. Such a pile. it is expected, will form the firebox instrument, ruggedly built for plant use. . , : , ‘ ik | and boiler of future atomic power plants. Other build- ccuracy: Research .02 pH, Laboratory .05 pH, Industrial 10 pH. Other . * a line-operated Cambridge pH equipment includes single- and. multi- ings of the group will be devoted to offices, metallurgy, point indicators and recorders. Send for bulletin 910-MR. chemical engineering and chemistry. Another building 
CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC. will house a 3,500,000-volt electrostatic, or Van de Graff, 

3756 Grand Central Terminal, New York 17, N. Y, generator, for atom-smashing studies. J. Gordon Turn- 
Pioneer Manufacturers of bull, Inc., of Cleveland, is the architect for the new lab- PRECISION INSTRUMENTS oratory. 
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a . 

Staff ... A NAME TO REMEMBER 
aN 

: “ RS And for good reasons: Thermoid is 

Ch ang es 
a KN geared to meet the day to day prob- 

KA ass Jems of the users of its products. By 

“NAc be limiting itself to a restricted number 

» ss . of items, related in manufacture and 

(continued from page 16) 
| ) Mm use, Thermoid is able to keep abreast 

\ 2)" of difficulties encountered in the field 

@> LZ and thus constantly maintain top 

J quality. 

a 
x >» The Thermoid line is a quality line. 

aa i 
wo A Remember Thermoid for BRAKE 

es = < \ LININGS, FAN BELTS, CLUTCH 

ke 4 = FACINGS and RADIATOR HOSE. 

ooo : a pa Remember, too, that Thermoid makes 

oo ? oo et Qs 4 o> a complete line of belting, brake lin- 

re 2 é Z mi “ ae ings and hose for industrial 

~~ J ry a eR y and oil field use. 

itary 
“a ee &.. Products 

> i lites Write us if catalogs on any of err Cn eer 

eo ; these lines would be useful to ik: badadaibion 

5 | 4 a has you in your engineering studies. abiaalaanll Miele aces 

i 

Harlan Skatrud, or ‘Skat’ as he is called, terminates ere , 

three semesters work on the business staff of the Engineer aL aN Te aU poe, \ a 

when he graduates this May. The last two of these sem- Blew J), 

esters he has served in the capacity of advertising man- Ht) Ay TA PARTS Tea TS ee + 4 

ager. 
; , e ay & ies ‘ § 

Skat has kept the printer well fed with advertising aap Bee ies He 4 

plates for each issue with never an erroneous or mis- No. 000 enables manufac- ~— : 

placed plate. And if by chance a plate should be late in turers to cut milling costs. i 

arrival telegrams issue forth from his desk bringing the View below shows a set-up 

special delivery man at the office door early in the morn- for milling flutes in 4 taps ‘ 

ing with the erring plate. simultaneously. 
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO. 

A civil engineer, Skat has had practice in the field Providence Bb i 

which has given him a definite tangible idea of the why Ys eo ns # rg 

and wherefore of his career. For five years he worked as ' i : a . tae 

a senior draftsman at the Manitowoc Shipbuilding Com- : he i vo No. 000 

pany and last summer he worked for the Ground Water = 3 av a a ane f arene: 

Division of the United States Geological Survey. 7 — a) §* wees MACHINE 

a a 4 xe ee * Ma Details on 

In addition to his staff duties Skat has presided over << | a ee id request. 

the Polygon Board for one term and served as Vice Presi- ‘ ‘ I | oe BS 

dent of the local chapter of ASCE. | ei — = SENG [BS 

Born 1920 in Manitowoc, he graduated from the local 

Lincoln High School in 1938. After graduation he ac- BROWN & SHARPIE 

cepted the drafting position which he left in 1943 to 

enter Wisconsin. In 1945 he joined the ranks of the mar- 

ried men on the campus. 
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a Campus 
oO Highlight 

oO ~ — ~ ~ (continued from page 18) 

Placement Office Announcements 
. 

D. J. Mack, head of the Engi- 
——r——CF : Po oS ee oS neering Placement Office, an- 
aes — cr L - nounced the following interviews to 

yh —-_hlU  ,. : be held on the dates indicated: 
Ane | , = _ April 14—Detroit-Edison Com- 
A fe ke 8 pany y | 4 pe Lt | April 17, 18—Carnegie Illinois 

P44 . _ S| | Steel Company Cr — = J + Co a po ft April 23—Toledo-Edison Com- i  rr— et — — j . tists. S _ wae : pany 

April 23, 24, 25—Standard Oil of or = a a California. 
i | es There are a number of other in- 

P R 1 i 3 KH Tl 0 | fi ef} | N S i ad a oa out . in 

F 
pears that none of the companies 

. é ape plan to hold interviews after May oe Al 2 ae ue ~, 1. So seniors, better make up your = aa a pe. ae ea Ve ay ey mind soon! 
ae J) fs as 3 waaeaiic } Mr. Mack wishes to send out an- 

a a ia ae cao other appeal for all seniors to fill : ree ge ee | 2 ae out personal data forms. These 
= ae oa ; = >. : blanks can be procured in his of- Sel og ' fice at 266 M. E. Building. The Wee << ay, SS oJ completed forms are retained in the 

files not only for placement work The U.S. Bureau of Standard, Circular #80, says, "... but also to serve as the alumni rec- ae INSTITU by far the best’ Protective metallic coating for rust-proof. ord. Seniors who accept job offers V2 a Se ing iron or steel is ZINC. Zinc, in the form of galvanizing, 
inf OZ. protects against rust in TWO WAYS: First, by simple are asked to convey that informa- Si ENS A, coverage, with a sheath of rust-resistant metal... Second, tion to the Placement Office so the £0. 9 pat. 08) 

Laz OF qua by electro-chemical action, or “sacrificial corrosion.’ That's address can be entered on their da- why industry has long depended on ZINC to stop rust—cut ta sheet. 
costs—save materials. Heavy coatings pay—for the heavier 

The "Seal of Qual- the coating, the better the protection, the longer the service . ity", shown above, life and the lower the cost. New Physics 55 Lecturer is the yardstick of . 
: ° economy in buying 

EE’s have long taken pride in galvanized sheets. FRE E BOOKLETS having their own special physics It signifies at least 
: . ql é 2 oz. of Zinc per WRITE TODAY for these valuable booklets: (1) Repair Manual on classes and likewise their own spe savare foot! Galvanized Roofing & Siding (2) Facts About Galvanized Sheets cial lecturer, Prof. H. B. Whalin. (3) Use Metallic Zinc Paint to Protect Metal Surfaces (4) The They were somewhat surprised to Zinc Industry—Mine to Market. find that Prof. Whalin had “de- 

serted” them this semester by not 

American Zinc Institute [Ruwais : | n has made it clear, however, that his 
. : on abandonment of the course is only Room 2618 —-35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Illinois temporary and that he intends to 

stick with the EE’s. 
At present his position in the 

as Ce — course is being filled by Mr. Hugh — —— — ; ~~ Richards, who came to the campus Se last spring. 
a 

(continued on page 26) ; 
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A BEARING QUIZ FOR STUDENT ENGINEERS 

Do you know that over 90% of all modern bearing requirements can be 
met adequately with the Timken Tapered Roller Bearing? That in this one pre- 
cision mechanism is contained a multiplicity of abilities which when fully ap- 
preciated and properly applied can overcome any bearing condition you ever 

may encounter? 

Do you know that the Timken Roller Bearing is more than an anti-friction 

bearing; more than a radial load bearing? That it is an all-load bearing — can 

carry, all at once, radial loads, thrust loads, and any combination of them with 

full efficiency and certainty? 

Do you know that the Timken Bearing was introduced nearly 50 years 
ago and has undergone constant engineering development and refinement ever 

since? That the Timken-developed process of Generated Unit Assembly produces 

true spherical (convex-concave) contact between the large ends of the rolls and 

the rib or flange of the cone thereby reducing friction and initial wear to a 
minimum; assuring correct alignment of 

the rolls with respect to the races; help- 
al ing to distribute the loads evenly through- 

Cc ™ out the bearing; decreasing operating 
f a Si temperatures; producing quieter running; 

A htt ait , Sn and last, but not least, assuring that 

/ i, ae Ly » ee, when the bearing is properly mounted 

. / Lf i oN a no further adjustment is required? 

[ a> . Do you know that the special alloy 
/ jf > » “aA steel from which Timken Bearings are 

, aa y \ . 4 made was developed in our own metal- 
fy | £2 Jurgical laboratories and is produced in 

a lk — : 1 . y our own steel plant? That the Timken 
Lt. {oS |. Bearing is the only bearing manufactured 
Lae ||lhUhUL KU under one roof from raw material to 
a A a oT yo | ia finished product? 5 

Vy : — j ym ~ Would you like to know more about 
y. 4 6 6 in USP : the Timken Bearing, particularly how 
Se —— mm lp a “ it can help you in your engineering 
oN UI / Lat % Le: career? Write us. The Timken Roller 

= i we Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 
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CLC campus 
° ] e 

GRINDING WHEEL Demand Highlights 
ha ea y (continued from page 24) 

Engineer Lawyer Basketball Game 

: a mOPeO nT ttt] Maybe it will not go down in his- 

: ml GRINDING WHEEL... tory as a sports classic, but the 

——s Cr 4 TEN-TON PULP STONE basketball game played at the old 

to va sont tween the Engineers and the Law- 

oe / <= yers might start a new rivalry in 

Lo | AY the traditional St. Pat celebrations 

Nim i ao : [| that have been off and on for many 

LS ir _ . _ y “ SS ears on the campus. 
: o. _ v Ae y P 

i po Fred Anderson, the team man- 

- ager, then chose his starting line 

> Z 4 a up and the game was on. Omitting 

= : — : e Po _ the monotony of a play by play ac- 

- > a count, it is sufficient to know that 

fe RINDING has a part in produc- FS _ the Engineers made the first field 

G ing almost every object with a eo goal to go ahead and stay there for 

| which you come in contact through- ai e the remainder of the game. At the 
| out the whole day—from the alarm ~. , | is final gun the score stood at 53 for 

| clock that wakes you in the morning | ~ - 2 the Engineers and 31 for the Law- 

to the typewriter on which you tap = yers, showing that the Engineers 

out that lab report at midnight. were the better men for the day. 

: And Norton has a wheel for . : Russ Hoff played beard and all, 

| every grinding job. They range . while Al Ryser playing guard drove 

| from the gigantic ten-ton pulpstones : fount the Lawyers to despair with his 

| that grind wood into pulp for your Co deadly shooting from the guard po- 
| newspaper to the tiny wheels used  . sition. In the meantime Chuck Mi- 

| | by makers of delicate instruments = tasil did his best to keep the ever- 
| for the laboratory. ==. — mounting score straight. Consider- 

| —ri—eB ing the fact that the Lawyers have 

Lo There are wheels of ALUNDUM a S _ : always been poor at figures, they 

| abrasive(aluminum oxide) for grind- RESEA _ must be given credit for being as 

___ ing steels, wheels of CRYSTOLON In the N xR honest as they were. At no point 
| abrasive (silicon carbide) for the non- search lie re- in this gigantic job of scorekeeping 

ferrous metals and for non-metallic Worcester ue at were the scorekeepers more than 

_ materials, and wheels of genuine Chippawa over 195 two points in disagreement. At 
|__ diamonds for grinding the cemented me Scientists ang | one time, strangely enough, they 

| carbides, glass, ceramics, stone and stantly of vs are con. were two points on our side. Just 

other super-hard materials. ping rage ene what is the profession coming to? 

7) NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASS. Po>Yed abrasives and Times have certainly changed. 

een FT SS . grinding ‘wreeNorton Yes, this:has been a fine St, Bats 

ll _ : ° oo Day celebration for the Engineers. 

ht rae Precedent has been set and tradi- 

tion upheld. The Engineers arc 

: a looking forward to a follow through 

TO eee eee ea of this type of group rivalry. 
Cae Le eee LD 
Wate CUO De UDI NC Le CLA RCCL aL a) (continued on page 28) 
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e Ae UM F'n fh > 

Flexible Speeds 4 i CM eu 
_ i 4 Sh este iy 

RCA TELEVISION yi 

U e ro uc ion Direct Gas-flame anneal- 
z sag ing of 100-KW transmit- 

. ho a, ~ ting tube which is ro- 
ae : macau ———_ tated during process. 

—— A aae””6 hl i 

J 3 } wi) eo OT a ee 

4 _. 3 : 2 ) a zz 

a sited ol. cia NA if  / 
\ a 7 7 | vu i _ a | : < - 1 4 / y 

o Ya eS Se : \ a 2 \ | i & [ea Ys Py —RCA Television Repro- 
\a [| wis 7 uN | wt | 6 _ ducing Tubes. leaving 

Se : a oe /_ toot Oe continuous Gas-fired 

. ews hm i |. - radiant tube lehr for an- 

< — Shaped Gas-flames at 
a - tt ae controlled temperatures 
i a pyar are directed to exact areas 

fi 2 aN of the tube stem as it is 

y 5 3} formed, on indexing-head 
IS the manufacture of television transmitting and fo Ol 2 press, to hold the tube 

receiving tubes the productive flames of GAS Ee a 

demonstrate the full scope of their flexibility and a _ 

controllability. —=_— <» @ 

Production engineers and equipment designers at Lo — ~ | ” 

RCA tube plant in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, have bi ia _ ™ -_ + 

utilized GAS as a production-line tool throughout “4 , i’ 

the vast, modern plant devoted to electron tube ee oo 

manufacturing. 

With shaped-flames, radiant-tube lehrs, direct- AMERICAN GAS: ASSOCIATION 

annealing flames—with a wide range of accurately “ : . 

controlled temperatures—with burners of all types 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

assembled as integral elements of continuous 

process machinery, RCA productioneers have taken MORE AND MORE. a6 

full advantage of the universal adaptability of GAS ('S 

and modern Gas Burning Equipment. 70 

7H TREND IS, GAS and modern Gas Equipment are making major FOR ALL 

contributions to increased production in heating INDUSTRIAL HEATING 

and heat treating operations throughout industry. 
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Be Campus 
ST kk SS So Hiahliah Ce GEES ARRAS ighli 
SN Pa ep AN OUND ighlights 
— ra tru oO Se Sa (continued from page 26) 

Tey s MRSA A ae oS < SAAS EA Ogee SAS 
Gk — 432 he ANA See N The valiant men of St. Pat who 
ssa ©' mo aS SRS co defended his honor upon the bas- 
Re PARAS A ain SRN NS Ae \ Si < = . A NA a Po — ay ketball court are: 

ae oe: wy” PS oe) Ralph Falione 
ae — oo Mia P 

ES a . , OFA Fred Anderson (Manager) 

Le hg " a ant Al Ryser 
t age a: Roger White 

: Kenneth Ladd 

Russ Hoff 

. G. Schreiber 
PROBLEM — You are designing a machine for doing finishing Vernon A. Nelson 

operations on the production line, such as grinding, polish- Dick Bruning 

ing, buffing, etc. Your problem is to provide a drive that Wale Lovell 

permits the grinding or polishing wheel to be moved around peee Ea aoe . Morrie Rhude 
freely while it is running. How would you do it? Robert D. Woodburn 

THE SIMPLE SOLUTION —Use an S.S.White power drive flex- Charles Mitasik 
ible shaft to transmit rotary power from a suspended or ASCE Meeting 

pedestal-mounted electric motor to the handpiece which 

holds the finishing wheel. This giv tabl it Members of ASCE met on March . g . ' gt es you @ portable uni 6 in the university Hydraulics lab- 
that permits the wheel to be readily manipulated to reach oratory. Dr. A. F. Lenz of the hy- 
all points. draulic engineering department lec- 

* * * tured on dams in the United States 

This is just one of hundreds of power drive and remote control and showed colored slides in con- 
‘ : . junction with his talk. The meet- 

problems to which $.S.White flexible : I : _ ee . ing was concluded with the serving 
iF ok oa shafts are the simple answer. That's of refreshments. 
be a ee =—SsSséwhy every engineer shold bee familiar 

P - ii i _ with the range and scope of these AIEE Discusses Safety 

be — ERP —Ssuuseful ‘Metal Muscles'’* for mechani- “The EE looks at Safety” was 
I : , - cal bodies. the topic about which the March 11 

t if meeting of AIEE centered. Mr. 

| oe o i} u WRITE FOR B I Fred D. Mackie, Superintendent of 

i fo & ULLETIN 4501 Distribution for the Madison Gas 
/ : f - - : It gives essential facts and Electric Company, spoke on 
' fob and engineering data Pe — the technical aspect of the subject, 
: f < Eo about flexible shafts fice (i while Prof. R. L. Moberly, Direc- 

Lo Rg = and their application. bon ee tor of the university’s Industrial 

EL ‘ c A copy is yours for Management Institute, discussed 
Here’ ‘the asking. seed | the problem from the psychological jlere’s how one manufac- a TN 

turer did it. Write today. ea, j viewpoint. The movie, “How It 

# Trademark ey Happened,” showed typical fatal 

Pe oleh on _ accidents, served to further illus- 

S. S. WHITE trate the topic under discussion. 

At the business meeting which oe oe 

THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO. INDUS TRIAL DIVISION followed the program a nominating 
DEPT. C, 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Vion . 2 A;AEKIOLE SHASTS + PLEXIOLE SAMY TOOLS + ArNCRAMT AtcessONIES committee was appointed to select 

SMALL CUTTING AND GRINDING TOOLS + SPECIAL FORMULA RUBBERS : . ° 
MOUDED RESISTORS + PLASTIC WECIAITIES + CONTRACT PLASTICS MOLDINO candidates for the election of offi- 

One of Amerteas AAAA Yudustrial Exterprises cers to be held April 8. 
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You saw us today...did you know us? 

6 a, 8 oy yy, ag , Go 4 
Sl ay a Nd re a a Mai? PH a 

wa Q penne) CREE NAA SSS f Y Cu 

. ' . . 2 

When you met the train.... at the railroad station 

3 
4 

_.or drove along the highway past a power plant... 

dad 7 Adie RR 1 A fy } 

oe i pete ae f i ee] : 

5 . 6 

or past a coke plant ......mothproofed your winter clothes 

or iC —) ces } 

i ee s 4 Cr. c id (ay = 

ome 7 
‘ uA Si a f ‘gr oe é *” 

or took sulfa pills......or played billiards ...... 

Ao  . —— ~ 

od ~ %» you saw a Koppers product in use. 

 KOPPERS /ieccouvmcutsren ithe 
“2 wW Lo Tae eee Giadhean "Tecuarenesomsenge il 

oo > og ee = shpat or ples ee makes all = 

EEE 2 products ...and many others which serve you every ay. That’s why we 

ee _/ call the Koppers trade-mark the symbol of a many-sided service. erever 

—. vou see ee sais, as Cua = aero Pa. 
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e e Plastics where plastics belong 
° f ist Lt ad ist or reststance to wear and mois are 

feo 4 

' ii: a 
pee To ws 

ee 
j e a oe 3 7 ae ce a oe a 4 oo 

Pa ig ee Oy, ; ~ = ee os ms BO REN Ne ry) Me Ip os Ss 

" ag OR oe ae ee : a Os) = ee x ae : a ees os _27 2S . ey Sie 

wr is, VS ee ee. fa — 

ae me ae a y a a. BD) Cae =n a4 4 Wie |) # #°} 8 't we! Ze a ; be i“ -F rf P F - cmd f a“ q a “<i iy 4 a : : ' 

Synthane where Synthane belongs 

| pr. Synthane (our type of laminated plastics) at work pe MO HIGH DIELECTRIC in the water pump of a popular car, where resistance to 
—V STRENGTH wear and moisture are important. 

wai waitin amsoRrTiON This seal washer is lapped to fit precisely, seals watertight 
EA CORROSION RESISTANCE without packing, resists—mile after mile—the inroads of en- 

‘ sine cooling water. It’s an appropriate job for moisture-resistant 
Z3 ik g g ppropriate j 

Oo - VMPAGT STRENGTH Synthane, a good example of using plastics where plastics be- 
i, - Jong. Synthane has many other unusual mechanical, electrical, 

x § STABLE OVER A a. physical and chemical properties. It is light (14 the weight of 
= TEMPERATURE “ aluminum), dense, strong, resists heat, impact, corrosion, is a 
ecooae TENSILE smRENGTA good electrical insulator, and easily machined. It is a practicable 

: Sc aan = material for a limitless number of applications. Synthane Cor- A 
aks FLEXUR : gj poration (Key Address) Oaks, Pennsylvania. 

‘ RE PROPERTIES COMBINED eG 

_ ee , SY ¥ NE 

SINTHANE TECHNICAL PLASTICS + DESIGN + MATERIALS + FABRICATION + SHEETS + RODS + TUBES FABRICATED PARTS + MOLOED-MACERATED + MOLOcD LAMINATED 
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ae ——ms «6PM angns / WOCPCT | 
 . 4 A, Ff i (| . im . > &£ J tf,» Bree 

[4 | y Y | | _ vp | L J A AY ~~ VI 

ee ler —err—“—.CS ee 
ee a ope dete oar nates se 

| _ Items of Interest to Stu dents of Science and Engineering = 

Research Problems in the Manufacture of Nyl 

real re & 4 Ee 9 

Last month in this space the develop- a * a i " iia molecular weight and viscosity. A long- 

ment of nylon was traced from a funda- i 2 ete a chain linear polymer is formed with a 

mental research study on linear polymers ete ee Ce a molecular weight of 10,000 or higher. 

to the first synthetic organic fibers, the i i co BA ee a The melt is converted to solid chips 

enpeepol renee. Thee moe ae eae that are later re-melted and extruded 

witl ie comple maniaeEne re- ee eee through a spinneret to form filaments 

search problems that followed. i! ay ‘ ; 7 at a speed of 2,500 feet a minute. The 

From the start there were obstacles a en ore : filaments are then drawn out to about 

to the production on a commercial scale fig ee : Q four times their original length in order 

of the “66” polymer—so named because ee S jo eee to develop the desired textile qualities 

the adipic acid and hexamethylenedia- 2 - characteristic of nylon. 

mine from which it is made have six l TC These operations sound simple 

carbon atoms each. fe % enough, but some of the problems en- 

Although adipic acid was being pro- ; } _ ; | countered were extraordinarily difficult. 

duced in Germany, it was necessary to oF L a f or example, a specially designed grid 

develop anew process to meet conditions i ‘or melting the polymer was necessary 

at Du Pont’s Belle, W.Va., plant, where, : wee because of the poor thermal conductiv- 

because of the catalytic technique in- -_ _ — ity of the polymer; pumps had to oper- 

volved, it was decided to make this sill “ oe a 285 c with only polymer as a 

intermediate. Hexamethylenediamine : ubricant; special abrasion-resistant 

was only a laboratory curiosity, and a stecls that did not soften or warp at 

process for its commercial production . 285°C were necessary; the spinning as- 

had likewise to be worked out. Fortu- Studying the distillation of new intermediates sembling required radically new engi- 

nately it was found that the diamine for condensation polymers: T. J. Dickerson, B. S. neering developments to produce the 

could be made from adipic acid by new Mechanical Engineering, Virginia '43 and E. E. necessary fiber qualities. 

catalytic processes. The results of these Magat, Ph.D. Organic Chemistry, M.1.T. ‘45. All of these chemical, physical and 

investigations may be summarized as mechanical engineering problems had 

follows: CsHe bit CeHiz By (CHy)4(COOH)2 to be solved and dove-tailed into a uni- 

Benzene —_ Cyclohexane ‘Adipic Acid fied process before manufacture of ny- 

Ff ae i ‘ ++NH tg Jon could be undertaken. In all, about 

\ oe > | To (CHa)4(CN)2 —  (CHa)¢ (NH2)2 230 technical men and eight manufac- 

a OR Lo =e re Adiponitrile Hexamethylenediamine turing and staff departments share the 

i ki ¥ 4) es ag oe (CH2)4(COOH)2 + (CH2)6(NH2)2 —> credit for making nylon the important 

f | coi wa + ‘Adipic Acid Hexamethylenediamine part of American life it is today. 

i; a a za vi Re i ean [HOOC(CH2)4COOH. ns NY (CHz)5 NHe]x 

i Fi , ee ylon Sal 

eh ee . [....CO(CHz) 4CONH(CH2) ¢NH.... 
rer ae Me ; y ANylon Polymer» hs . 

- Te; ; » | st, h : a Questions College Men ask 

9% oe Se ge e synthesis of intermediates was ‘i i 

} hod canis a er i only part of the problem. Nylon poly- about working with Du Pont 

a & i mer was an entirely new material with 

a ee " properties different from any previous WHAT ARE THE OPPORTUNITIES 

te j synthetic product. It provided the first FOR ENGINEERS? 

ee a aw ks example of spinning fiber from a molten Most openings at Du Pont are for chem- 

"ae B : polymer (m.p.263°C) and required en- ical and mechanical engineers, but op- 

Fea Ea | Ye tirely different techniques from rayon pelea tapes ig EE 

ve | <— WlaweeT spinning. Information was acquired textile, petroleum and other engineers. 

— hae 4 het ‘ only by painstaking experimentation at Practically all types of engineering are 

oe each step. required in the work of the ten manu- 

eh: ae facturing departments as well as in some 

+ , “, . ad Manufacturing Process Outlined OE ne OE ene Company. and 

E 
the College Graduate.” 2521 Ne 

Charging experimental condensation polymers The process as finally developed for the Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware. mous 

to a spinning machine for evaluation: O. C. Wet- manufacture of nylon and its fabrica- 

ore Ph.D. Organic Chemistry, New York Uni- tion into yarn may be briefly outlined 

versity '44; D. A. Smith, B.S. Mechanical Engi. 28 follows: 

neering, Purdue "40; C. O. King, Sc.D. Chemical Nylon salt is heated in an autoclave 

Engineering, Michigan "43. with addition of stabilizers to control 
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

More facts about Du Pont—Listen to “Cavalcade of America,” Mondays, 8 P.M. EST, on NBC ,.. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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e 
Lost-Wax Casting 

(continued from page 20) 

furnished by the Haynes Stellite Co. in the manufacture that is expensive to machine, but which can be pro- 
of a slide for high speed cloth cutting machines. The duced without machining by the lost-wax method; 
original part was machined from bar stock in 42 opera- stainless-steel pipe fittings, or parts for development 
tions, heat treated, and then passed through 4 grinding models of certain apparatus. 
operations. The part as produced by the lost-wax process The lost-wax process is highly suited to the manu- 
of stellite requires no machining or heat treating and only facture of fairly accurate reproductions of many small 
4 grinding operations. It increased the production, halved metal parts, and provides excellent reproduction of curved 
the cost, and lasted 3 times as long. shapes, fine detail, and good surface conditions. It has 

Like any other engineering technique, lost-wax casting a relatively low tooling cost and the equipment is not 
is not a cure-all. It is a specialized production tool that excessively expensive. The production time is fairly short. 
does several things better than any other available means. Being a highly specialized process, it has certain limita- 
Specifically, the process is of greatest value in the fol- tions. The best dimensional accuracy is from 2 to 5 mils 
lowing applications: per inch, although shrinkage effects can be largely com- 

For casting of parts of alloys that cannot be ma- pensated for in the design. The number of steps and the 
chined or forged, such as gas turbine blades, or swag- manual labor required often prevent sufficient cost re- 
ing dies for tungsten rods. duction to make its use feasible. Labor saving methods 

For casting of parts requiring complicated shap- will be developed in time. Present practical weight limits 
ing, but not precise dimensional accuracy of a high vary from 3 to 15 pounds, depending on the article and 
order, such as turbine blades. the skill of the foundry. 

For casting of tools or parts requiring high metal- Regardless of the limitations, which may be eliminated 
lurgical properties, complicated shapes, and precise in the future, the process is a significant addition in the 
dimensions on only one or two easily ground or ma- technique of industrial casting, particularly the casting 
chined edges or surfaces. of alloys difficult to machine or forge. These include the 

For casting of small parts in quantity of an alloy refractory alloys of stellite and vitallium. 

[ Student Daaptonen ee Tae | fe ll 
___ FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE... Ne ' 

: TL en 3 Ae WORLD’S wa i 
eT LARGEST [il 

TF aa Te ell OF tf. 
FT eae | ELECTRICAL [ay | 

—)0Ul ee Os a 

This new, attractive bottle Rade os Co 
base combined with the @ Ne ers ‘ . ca 
famous Higgins color card. , el 
A natural for use right on Thao el ae 

your drawing board. Ask co ere vere 

for it at your Higgins Ink 77" yesh WIRING SYSTEMS AND FITTINGS - y dealer’s. fl FOR EVERY CONCEIVABLE / | | 
THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE sce 1000 ay REQUIREMENT 7 
If dealer does not carry them, write direct: _ pa = ‘ a 

( HIGGINS ive co inc Cd National Electric | HIGGINS INK CO. INC. [Re eh hoe a Ant eta [a1 saara grace, snooniiy 15,53, Ok del arenes 
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